Government of Punjab
Department of Health & Family Welfare
(NHM, Punjab)

No. MD/NHM/2020/3358 (R)-3365(R)             Dated, Chandigarh the 11th May, 2020

To

1. All the Special Chief Secretary/ Additional Chief Secretary/ Financial Commissioners / Principal Secretaries/ Administrative Secretaries to the Govt. of Punjab.
2. All the Head of the Department of the Govt. of Punjab.
3. All Divisional Commissioners, Punjab.
4. All the Commissioners of Police.
5. All the Deputy Commissioners/ District and Session Judges of the State
6. Registrar General, Punjab and Haryana High Court
7. All Senior Superintendents of Police
8. The Secretary, Punjab Vidhan Sabha.

Subject: Advisory for the people involved in the frequent interstate/intrastate movement in the wake of COVID-19 pandemic.

Corona virus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a systemic disease caused by a novel Coronavirus (SARS-CoV-2), transmitted in most instances through respiratory droplets, direct contact with cases and also through contaminated surfaces/objects. Though the virus survives on environmental surfaces for a varied period of time, it gets easily inactivated by chemical disinfectants. Thus, correct and timely information and knowledge about the coronavirus is the key to control the pandemic.

The Government of Punjab has imposed severe restrictions on free movement of people and vehicles in the larger public interest of controlling the spread/transmission of Corona virus through the imposition of Curfew in its all 22 districts. The Government has, however, allowed essential activities and movement of people working in essential government offices so as to ensure the smooth functioning of the state-related activities.

I. General Advisory
   1. All the persons are requested to avoid travel, if possible. In cases where the travelling is essential, one should not move around unnecessarily and should avoid moving in groups/large numbers.
2. The travelling persons shall ensure, before travel, that either they fall in the exempted category as per the extant instructions issued by the Department of Home Affairs & Justice, Government of Punjab or have the due requisite permission to travel. However, even in the case of exempted categories, the requisite documents stipulated by the Government shall always be readily available with the traveller.

3. Travel should be avoided in cases where the traveller has fever/cold/cough/difficulty in breathing. Such a person should contact the nearest medical facility immediately.

4. The travelling persons should always keep in mind the norms of social distancing as laid down by the government, i.e., maintain a physical distance of at least 1 meter from everyone else.

5. The four-wheeler vehicle is allowed to carry only two persons along with the driver so as to ensure the adequate social distancing.

6. The passenger/driver should wear cloth mask at all times immediately from leaving the house till the entry back into the house. The mask shall be worn throughout the journey.

7. The masks shall be worn in a manner that it snuggly covers the nose as well as the mouth.

8. The cloth mask should be washed with soap and water daily after use.

9. The driver and the passengers are advised not to indulge in any handshakes or hug to greet/see-off each other.

10. Wash the hands with soap for at least 40 seconds by applying the soap gently on the palm and back of the hand including web spaces between the fingers and space between the finger and the thumb and the wrist wherever and whenever the opportunity to wash the hands is available. However, a two-hourly hand wash is recommended.

11. The hands should preferably be washed in the manner prescribed above by the drivers/passengers before they board the vehicle for their journey.

12. Alcohol-based sanitizer (minimum 70% ethyl alcohol v/v) can be carried by the passengers/drivers in the vehicles to sanitize the hands. The sanitizers are to be refilled/replaced frequently. Use a minimum of 3 ml of the sanitizer (approximately 2 pushes of sanitizer dispenser) on DRY HANDS for at least 30 seconds for good hygienic hand disinfection.

13. Sanitize the hands even if they appear to be apparently clean.
14. The driver and passengers should either sanitise or wash their hands whatever is feasible and available frequently.
15. The driver and passengers should mandatorily hand wash/sanitize in the manner prescribed before touching the refreshments during tea-break/lunch-break etc.
16. The air-conditioners can be used in the vehicles along with one open window so as to ensure adequate ventilation.
17. Do not smoke or chew tobacco based products such as gutka, pan masala etc. during the travel/halt.
18. In case of a cough/sneeze, follow the respiratory etiquettes. Use handkerchief to cover the face which shall then be kept in his/her own pocket/purse in a manner that the surface of the handkerchief exposed to the cough/sneeze shall not touch the other parts of the belongings directly.
19. In case someone is not carrying the handkerchief he/she should cough/sneeze into the flexed/bent elbow.
20. In either case, immediately hand-wash with soap in the manner prescribed the hands/other exposed surfaces to cough/sneeze.
21. Do not touch your face, mouth, nose and eyes with hands at all times.
22. Do not spit except when absolutely essential and only in the washbasin of the toilet which shall then be rinsed and washed away.
23. The drivers and the passengers should comply with the thermal scanning available to all the inter-city borders. The normal human body temperature is 97.7 to 99.5-degree Fahrenheit or 36.5 to 37.5-degree centigrade.
24. All the persons should declare their travel history at the inter-state/city checkpoints regarding whether they have visited any containment zone in the last 14 days.
25. Only asymptomatic persons should be allowed to move further after the thermal screening and they should not be kept in any quarantine facility.
26. All the persons are advised not to meet/interact with people who are symptomatic or are under home/facility quarantine.
27. Do not indulge in gossip/rumours with regard to COVID-19 without verifying the facts. All the persons should mandatorily download COVA app (along with Bluetooth and Wi-Fi activation) for correct, authentic information as also for regular monitoring of their health status.
28. In case a co-worker is diagnosed as COVID-19 with whom one had a contact during the journey/waiting time etc, there shall not be panic. One should report to the Helpline No. 104/State Control Room No. 01722920074/08872090029, detailing the exact nature of exposure so as to assist the medical facility to undertake further necessary actions.

29. The employer in case a worker/employee is diagnosed as corona positive and such a worker/employee has attended the shift shall immediately inform the Helpline No. 104 / State Control Room No. 01722920074 / 08872090029 along with all the facts about the worker and the contacts he might have during the shift. The employer shall therefore maintain a complete and proper record of all workers on any particular day.

Secretary Health & Mission Director, NHM, Punjab

Dated, Chandigarh the 11th May, 2020

No. MD/NHM/2020/3366(R)-3367(R)

1. A copy is forwarded to OSD to Chief Secretary, Punjab for the kind information of Worthy Chief Secretary please.
2. A copy is forwarded to PS to PSHFW, Punjab for the kind information of Principal Secretary, Health & Family Welfare.

Secretary Health & Mission Director, NHM, Punjab

Dated, Chandigarh the 11th May, 2020

No. MD/NHM/2020/3368(R)-3375(R)

Copy forwarded to:
1. Commissioner, FDA, Punjab for information please.
2. MD, PHSC for information please.
3. Commissioner AYUSH cum PD-PSACS for information please.
4. Director Health Services, Punjab for information please.
5. Director Family Welfare, Punjab for information please.
6. Director (ESI), Punjab for information please.
7. Executive Director, SHSRC, Punjab for information please.
8. All Civil Surgeons, Punjab for information & necessary action.

State Programme Officer (IEC)
NHM, Punjab
Annexure-I:

Undertaking for frequent interstate/intrastate travellers

1. I __________________________ S/W of __________________________, resident of __________________________, do hereby voluntarily submit that I am not a resident of any containment zone/buffer zone as identified by the Government of India and I undertake that I shall monitor my health and maintain distance with those around me and interact with the assigned surveillance team in case I suffer from any deteriorating symptoms or any of my close family contacts develops any symptoms consistent with COVID-19.

2. I have been explained in detail about the precautions that I need to follow while I am moving within or outside the state.

3. I have active COVA app on my phone and I assure that it will remain active throughout the period of journey/travel.

4. I am liable to be acted on under section 188 of IPC as per provision of “The Epidemic Diseases Act 1897” for any non-adherence to protocol.

Signature____________________

Date________________________

Contact Number _______________